**User’s manual**

**Front Chainwheel**

**Bottom bracket**

User’s manuals in other languages are available at:
http://si.shimano.com

---

**IMPORTANT NOTICE**

- Contact the place of purchase or a bicycle dealer for information on installation and adjustment of the products which are not found in the user’s manual. A dealer’s manual for professional and experienced bicycle mechanics is available on our website (http://si.shimano.com).
- Do not disassemble or alter this product.

For safety, be sure to read this user’s manual thoroughly before use, and follow them for correct use.

---

**Important Safety Information**

Guidelines that require replacement, contact the place of purchase or a bicycle dealer.

---

**WARNING**

- Check that there are no cracks in the crank arms before riding the bicycle. If there are any cracks, the crank arm may break and you may fall off the bicycle.
- Be careful not to let the cuffs of your clothes get caught in the chain while riding, otherwise you may fall off the bicycle.
- After reading the user’s manual carefully, keep it in a safe place for later reference.

---

**CAUTION**

- There is the danger of injury from the tips of the teeth on the chainrings.

---

**Note**

- Use a neutral detergent to clean the crank arm and the bottom bracket. Using alkaline or acidic detergents may cause discoloration.
- In addition, if pedaling performance does not feel normal, check this once more.
- Do not wash the bottom bracket with high-pressure jets of water.
- You should periodically wash the chainrings in a neutral detergent. In addition, cleaning the chain with neutral detergent and lubricating it can be an effective way of extending the useful life of the chainrings and the chain.
- The cuffs of your clothing may get dirty from the chain while riding.
- Products are not guaranteed against natural wear and deterioration from normal use and aging.
- For maximum performance we highly recommend Shimano lubricants and maintenance products.

---

**Regular inspections before riding the bicycle**

Before riding the bicycle, check the following items. If any problems are found with the following items, contact the place of purchase or a bicycle dealer.

- Are there any cracks in the crank arms?
- Are the fastening sections fixed securely?
- Are the bearing sections fixed securely?
- Are there any abnormal noises?

---

**Names of parts**

In the case of unit bearings

- Chainrings
- Crank arm
- Bearing section (Bottom bracket)
- Fastening section

In the case of non-unit bearings

- Chainrings
- Crank arm
- Fastening section
- Bearing section (Bottom bracket)
- Fastening section

---

**Please note:** Specifications are subject to change for improvement without notice. (English)
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